2019 JOHN COPES WATERCOLOUR PRIZE
Thoughts from our judge, Malcolm Carver on the prize
“The quality of this exhibition is spectacular as a whole, with a group of prize winning
watercolours that together illicit a glowing warmth of similar colours and tone.
The prize winners are all well deserved with high accolades as they as a group exhibit a
special quality rarely seen in watercolour. They are of varied subjects, yet are one, they all
shine with great light and above all exhibit and showcase a new contemporary image of
watercolour as a medium with life and radiant vibrancy.”

1ST PRIZE
No:
15
A-F Fulgence
Your luck has been good so long
Judge’s comments: An enlightened approach to contemporary watercolour. A fresh
innovative depiction of a delightful dog with personality. Soft light with watercolour marks
including cauliflowers – loose with life. Almost experimental technique.
2ND PRIZE
No:
16
Elaine Musgrave
Brassica oleracea “Purple cabbage”
Judge’s comments: “An extraordinary watercolour with exquisite soft light on foliage.
Rich in colour with amazing transitions radiant with distinctive shadows. Brings a
contemporary new feel and direction to botanical art.”
3RD PRIZE
No: 19
Guy Troughton
Kindling
Judge’s comments: “This is an excellent example of the realist watercolour with brilliant
soft light and transparency. Skillful depiction of a collection of nuts/cones. Well executed
with dynamic composition.”
HIGHLY COMMENDED
No:
11
Brian Stratton
Shenzhen Gold II
Judge’s comments: “A brilliant watercolour. Wonderful united pallet of neutral colour
that celebrate a superb execution of gold and silver locks. An accurate portrayal of a
door/gate with history as a mystery of where and when.”
HIGHLY COMMENDED
No:
37
Sonja Bowden
“Speckled Heifers”
Judge’s comments: “A remarkable watercolour with incredible skill, different and varied
textures with clear understanding of importance of light on the subjects. An incredibly
difficult subject with many personalities.”

HIGHLY COMMENDED
No:
1
Wayne Davis
“Still Life I”
Judge’s comments: “An exciting still life with fresh broad marks creating a scene of
scattered light shapes. Colour theme is warm and homogenous – carefully executed. An
odd assortment of subjects combine to attract attention.”
COMMENDED
No:
12
Lesley Gallegos
“Dusk”
Judge’s comments: “’Loose and fluffy with sad eyes’ a commendable example that
watercolour with a limited warm palette can be experimental yet successful in creating an
interesting impression.”
COMMENDED
No:
40
Graham Marchmant
“The Patterned Quilt”
Judge’s comments: “Wow! A colourful, detailed work of enormous complexity. A high
level of difficulty rarely achieved. Speaks depth in the diffuse background and great
depiction of the quilt in variable light and shadows.”
COMMENDED
No:
46
Christine Vossen
“Diatoms”
Judge’s comments: “A great example of an abstract watercolour with careful geometry
well executed in harmonious colours and shapes.”
COMMENDED
No:
17

Pam Slattery

“Entanglement”

Judge’s comments: “A truly delightful painting with a timeless charm and peaceful
setting. The birds seem camouflaged and content with an exceptional skilled painterly
technique in the background with constrained colour.”

